1. Introduction. The distribution of heat in an infinite rod is closely bound up with the theory of the Weierstrass transform. This connection is exhibited most clearly in the theory of Widder [3] . Consider the heat equation
Widder has shown that if u(x, h) satisfies 1.1 and if u(x, h) > 0 for -oo < % < oo, a < h < b then we have Here the a's are real constants and
u{x, h") = f k(x -y, h" -h')u(y, h f ) dy *J -on if a < h', h" < b, h" > h!. Here 1.3 k(x t t) = (4TT/
In the present paper we shall develop for such systems a theory analogous to that of Widder.
Let £ §(m+i) be the space of real symmetric m X m matrices,
We may define a partial ordering in 3^m( m+ i) by writing T' > T if T' -T is positive definite. We introduce corresponding to the system 1.5 a mapping H->H a ol § n into £j TO ( TO +i), the (i, j) entry of H a being defined as n X a'* *« (*>i = 1, 2, . . . , m).
We shall show that if u(X t H) satisfies 1.5 and if u(X, H) > 0 for X 6 g m , H £ 5ft where 9t is an open convex subset of § n , then
is defined by the formula
here 7" must be positive definite. 
J\Y\<A
Letting A increase without limit, we obtain our desired result. Applying Lemma 2b we see that w(X, h) = 0 for 0 < h < 5', X Ç S m . Since ô' < c is arbitrary we have w(X, h) = 0 for 0 < h < c, X £ @ m . This in turn implies that u(X, h) = 0 for X Ç @ TO , 0 < A < c.
This together with Lemma 2c implies that
belongs to 5 and is non-negative for h r < h < b, X Ç ( § m . Moreover, by Lemma 2d, lim »(X, A) = 0.
Lemma 2g implies that v(X, h) = 0. Setting A = A", we obtain the desired result.
The main theorem.
Let T Ç £j m ( m +i) be positive definite and let X Ç g m . We set
Since T is positive definite, there exists a constant e > 0 such that Y*TY > e\ F| 2 . This insures the validity of our definition. Let $ = [#<*]*, j-i m be a real unimodular matrix. We assert that 3.2 k&^X, T) = *(X, <i>r$>*).
We have
Making the change of variable F = <ï>*Z we obtain
This formula may be used to compute k{X, T) explicitly, see [1, p. 185] . By this method, Czuber has shown that >(lr;lM 
